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fortunecapitalweekly.com Download How Money Works: The Facts Visually Explained the first on
bestbooks.io.How Money Works: The Facts Visually Explained by DK is a book by on
bestbooks.io.CVS to unveil new Thanksgiving Day hours as Amazon is busy selling last-minute gift
cards Amazon has been offering great savings on gift cards for some time now, giving the gift of
something online to an anxious shopper right as they complete their list. CVS store employees
Tuesday morning will be busy helping customers who may want to purchase extra gift cards to top
off savings on hand. Those who use an Amazon app will be able to use their phone to scan a QR code
on the card to get a promotional offer, or be offered delivery of the gift cards to their home. Those
who do not use the app can pick up the cards by dialing (866) 470-7463. Typically Amazon does not
honor gift cards for in-store purchases, so when shoppers decide they no longer want a gift card
they can get a refund by returning it. The card can be redeemed as a gift card for future purchases,
or returned in-store to be refunded. But if shoppers add a gift card to their Amazon cart but do not
checkout, the gift card will be delivered to their home, where it will be accepted as payment for
future purchases. CVS said the promotion is for both its mobile app and apps for the iPhone, iPad
and Android. "Some of our favorite ways to shop are on the go, whether that's picking up your
prescriptions at the pharmacy, picking up your groceries at the store or topping up your Dining Well
points with our CVS Savings Catcher at the register. These moments of brilliance are made more
magical by sharing them with friends and family by text or email," said Alissa Weigel, CEO of CVS
Health. "This year, on Thanksgiving Day, we want to give more people an opportunity to get the gifts
they want, the way they want, when they want," she said. CVS plans to unveil its new holiday hours
on Thanksgiving Day beginning at 7 a.m. and will again be available to shoppers on Black Friday,
Nov. 25, at open store hours, according to CVS. Its entire store network will be open on
Thanksgiving Day, and its pharmacists will be available to answer questions about prescriptions. C
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